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The State Bank of NSW is set to become embroiled in a political campaign, with the NSW 

Opposition pursuing the Government over the bank's lending to troubled companies.  

The Opposition Leader, Mr Carr, has placed on notice a series of questions to the Premier, 

Mr Greiner, who is also the Treasurer, in an effort to establish the total debt owed to the State 

Bank by these companies and the security the State Bank has for the loans.  

Mr Carr is seeking the names of the financially-strapped companies to which such loans have 

been made and what provision the bank has made for bad debts this year.  

The Herald revealed yesterday that the State Bank of NSW had a total exposure of $710 

million to collapsed and troubled companies such as Girvan($119million), Qintex 

($195million), a Westmex subsidiary, Charterhall($150million), Hooker ($120million), 

Chase ($52.5million), Equiticorp($35million) and the Goldberg group ($25million).  

The acting chief executive of the State Bank of Victoria (SBV), Mr Jim McAnany, said 

yesterday the entire Australian banking sector had experienced a"hell of a time" and "the 

amount of potential blood out there is enormous".  

The group managing director of the State Bank of South Australia, Mr Tim Marcus Clark, 

has predicted that the rest of 1990 and 1991 would be a "very difficult" period.  

The managing director of the State Bank of NSW, Mr John O'Neill, admitted that the bank 

had up to $500 million in loans which were not earning interest  

The State Bank of NSW - along with the State Banks of Victoria and South Australia - were 

stimulated by Labor's deregulation of banking to compete for the corporate dollar.  

All three boosted the corporate side of business, from a low base, from about 1984 onwards 

and began competing against the "big four" private banks, which meant taking some of the 

more marginal cases.  

The SBV has now provided for total bad and doubtful debt of $1.5 billion after exposures to 

companies such as the Qintex group, Duke Securities, Bond Corporation and Equiticorp.  

Mr McAnany concedes that the SBV's merchant bank Tricontinental was a"disaster for a 

whole range of reasons", but says the damage has been stopped and the bank itself is strong.  



The State Bank of South Australia has more than doubled its provision for doubtful debts at 

June 1989 to $108.3 million, up from $51.9 million. Its result for 1988-89, although 

profitable, also included a $17.5 million write-off of bad debts.  

The secretary of the State Bank of NSW, Mr Rick Turner, said that during the past two 

weeks there had been attempts in the Victorian Parliament to paint the NSW State Bank "as 

being equally poorly managed" and with as many problems as the State Bank of Victoria.  
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NSW Opposition leader Bob Carr has asked the Premier Nick Greiner:  

* Has the State Bank of NSW made loans or other financial accommodation, either on its 

own or as part of a banking syndicate, to any major corporate group or company which is 

presently in financial difficulties?  

* What is the total debt owed to the State Bank of NSW by these companies  

* What are the names of these companies?  

* What amounts are owing by each of the companies to the State Bank of NSW?  

* What security has the State Bank of NSW over each of the debts of the companies?  

* Where is the security for each debt domiciled?  

* What provisions has the State Bank of NSW made for bad debts in the financial year 

1989-90 and expects to make in each of the following five years?  
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The State Bank of NSW will open its third overseas office, this time in the bustling tax 

haven of Hong Kong.  

The bank has been granted approval from the Hong Kong Banking Commission to be the 

seventh Australian-owned bank to set up shop in the colony.  

It already has offices in New York and London.  

The so-called "big four" Australian banks - Westpac, ANZ Banking Group, the 

Commonwealth Bank and the National Australia Bank - were accorded full banking 

licences as something of a quid pro quo for the granting of an Australian banking licence to 

the HongKong and Shanghai Banking Corporation by the Treasurer, Mr Keating, in 1984.  

The State banks of Victoria and South Australia followed with representation, the Victorian 

bank setting up in late 1986 as a deposit-taking company and the South Australian bank, 

headed by Mr Ian Johnston, son of Reserve Bank chairman Mr Bob Johnston, establishing a 

representative office last year.  

The State Bank of NSW representative in Hong Kong will be Mr Gary Webster, who is 

finishing a term as the bank's senior manager in London.  

The bank will open on August 8 this year - or 8.8.88, an auspicious date in Hong Kong and 

at the State Bank. The four "eights" together signify prosperity and good fortune in Chinese 

folk lore and the date has been set down for a number of major events in the colony. It also is 

the birthday of the State Bank's chief executive, Mr John O'Neill.  

The bank will occupy offices in one of Hong Kong's premier office complexes, the third 

stage of the plush (and expensive) Exchange Square harbourside development.  

A State Bank spokesman said the tax efficiencies associated with Hong Kong were 

"obviously attractive to us". The bank would operate in a broad range of areas within the 

limits of the representative office.  

By definition, foreign bank representative offices are somewhat limited in Hong Kong, being 

unable to take deposits and undertake general banking functions. They tend to function more 

as a point of contact between clients in home markets and Hong Kong, and as a hub for Asia.  

One area, however, which has been exploited by all Australian banks in Hong Kong is the 

Australian Government's Business Migration Plan, tapping the high degree of local 



apprehension about the Chinese takeover of Hong Kong in 1997. The State Bank of NSW 

also will operate business migration services, essentially to Sydney, where there is a growing 

Hong Kong Chinese population.  

Hong Kong banking basically operates on four tiers - a full licence, two levels of deposit-

taking companies and the representative office. It is understood the State Bank of NSW 

originally had hoped to enter Hong Kong as a DTC but baulked at the expense of establishing 

such an operation.  

Nevertheless, the bank said last night it would be "reviewing " its representative status after a 

year of operation, and is hopeful of eventually being granted a full licence, which in Hong 

Kong requires an asset base of at least $US14 billion ($A18 billion).  

The State Bank of NSW controls about $12 billion in assets but the proposed merger with 

the State Building Society obviously would strengthen its asset base should it wish to expand 

in Hong Kong.  

The Hong Kong Banking Commission has on occasion granted licences to foreign banks, 

such as the Bank of New Zealand, and the Bank of Ireland -which did not strictly fulfil the 

asset requirement but made a strong case for a licence.  

The State Bank of NSW's spokesman said the move to Hong Kong was significant because 

it displayed confidence in the future of the colony and the development of Asian-Australian 

business ties.  
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The managing director of the State Bank of NSW, Mr John O'Neill, said yesterday the 

privatisation of the financier was inevitable, and that "the interests of all parties but one are 

best served, overall, by a public float of this bank".  

Speaking at a Securities Institute luncheon, Mr O'Neill said the need of banks for capital to 

fund growth and maintain market share lay diametrically opposed to the Government's 

"inevitable focus on near-term cash".  

"It is untenable for governments to remain 100 per cent owners of banks in the long term, 

unless they are willing to see those banks continuously decline in market significance", he 

said.  

The NSW Government had various ways of privatising the bank - including its sale to a 

domestic or foreign bank or financial institution, through to a public float in one or more 

tranches.  

Parties with a "valid interest" in the sale of the bank included the people of NSW, both the 

State and Federal governments, the bank's customers, the banking public and the bank's 

staff and management. It was in the interest of all these parties for the bank to be publicly 

floated, he said.  

"The one group that has a contrary interest is, of course, the big four banks. The existence of 

strong competitors is not something they welcome," he said.  

Given the apparent failure of deregulation to introduce real external competition, Mr O'Neill 

argued the State banks were the only institutions capable of providing serious competition to 

the big four banks.  

"I believe it is imperative that the State banks remain independent forces to ensure an 

adequate balance of competitive forces in a market already quite oligopolistic", he said.  

Moreover, he said, the State Bank of NSW was seeking to be an innovator in the banking 

industry, through quality control, pricing and in product and delivery.  

In this respect he said, the State Bank had the advantage of being "less inhibited than the 

four national banks because we have less of an investment in the past. On the other hand, we 

have a substantial infrastructure and set of customer relationships which allows our 

innovations to have quick impact."  

While the merger of State banks could have a "compelling" logic, Mr O'Neill noted "the 

complication is that two sets of government policy will need to be in line".  
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NSW Opposition leader Bob Carr has asked the Premier Nick Greiner:  

* Has the State Bank of NSW made loans or other financial accommodation, either on its 

own or as part of a banking syndicate, to any major corporate group or company which is 

presently in financial difficulties?  

* What is the total debt owed to the State Bank of NSW by these companies  

* What are the names of these companies?  

* What amounts are owing by each of the companies to the State Bank of NSW?  

* What security has the State Bank of NSW over each of the debts of the companies?  

* Where is the security for each debt domiciled?  

* What provisions has the State Bank of NSW made for bad debts in the financial year 

1989-90 and expects to make in each of the following five years?  
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THE NSW Premier Nick Greiner has vigorously defended the State Bank of NSW, asserting 

loans to companies that were in trouble were "well secured".  

"They are in as good or better a position than are similar loans made by any of the nationally 

operating banks," Mr Greiner said.  

"The great bulk of such loans will be repaid to the NSW State Bank with interest-even if 

debtors are not currently meeting their obligations.  

"In addition, the bank has a very high level-about three times the industry average-of general 

provision for doubtful debts.  

"The bank also has a strong capital position.  

"With $1.5 billion, or 9.5 per cent of risk weighted assets, its capital compares with the 

Reserve Bank capital adequacy requirement of 8pc," Mr Greiner said.  

"The comparison is clear, the NSW Government and the State Bank of NSW are well 

managed.  

"The management of Victoria and of its State bank is nothing short of an absolute disgrace.  

"The State Bank of Victoria, which has a nominal equity position of a little more than $500 

million and has made a loss of more than twice that, is in any reasonable parlance, broke," he 

said.  
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THE State Bank of NSW yesterday angrily rejected out of hand suggestions it has a greater 

financial exposure to struggling companies than the financially-crippled State Bank of 

Victoria and will need additional capital to cover bad debts.  

Further, the NSW bank has become embroiled in a bitter dogfight in the Victorian 

Parliament over the huge SBV losses and calls for the resignation of the Treasurer, Rob Jolly.  

The bank has written to Victorian MP Mr Theo Theophanous asking him to set the record 

straight in Parliament, where a confidential report from advisers McIntosh Corporate was 

incorporated in Hansard, indicating the State Bank of NSW had total exposures of $648 

million to 10 companies facing difficulties.  

This compared with the SBV's $639 million.  

The secretary of the State Bank of NSW, Mr Rick Turner, explained yesterday that a 

disclaimer accompanying the report, and written by the authors of the report, said most of the 

information had been obtained from press clippings, accuracy had not been verified and no 

attempt was made to determine if loans were secured.  

The issue of the State Bank of NSW's exposure is threatening to blow up as a major election 

issue as the Victorian and NSW Labor parties seek to deflect embarrassment over the State 

Bank of Victoria's $1.2 billion of potential bad debts.  

Prime Minister Bob Hawke has already taken pot shots at the NSW bank, but was forced to 

back down, denying he had said it was in difficulty.  

NSW Opposition leader Bob Carr has asked Premier Nick Greiner to outline the exposure of 

the State Bank of NSW (See adjoining story).  

Following the ruckus, at the request of the State Bank of NSW, McIntosh Corporate 

included an addendum to its report summarising the bank's comments and reiterating that the 

report was subject to a detailed disclaimer.  

The disclaimer, which was drawn to the attention of Mr Theophanous and all who received 

the report, essentially states:  

* The authors of the report had not undertaken any original research, relying largely on press 

clippings.  



* The authors had not sought to verify the accuracy of the documents used  

* The authors had not sought to confirm whether the exposures listed had been secured or 

minimised or were otherwise not considered doubtful.  

* The authors had not considered the extent of security supporting corporate loans or the 

recoverability of the loans that may be considered problems.  

"It's all about Victorian politics," said Mr Turner.  

"Theophanous is trying to defend Jolly.  

"It's a Victorian problem and they are just trying to drag the State Bank of NSW into it 

because we happen to have a Liberal-National Party Government, it's all just politics," he 

said.  

"The addendum draws attention to the fact that we're in the same or a better security position 

as the four nationally operating banks in most of cases cited, and that we have a higher level 

of general provision than the major nationally operating banks.  

"Therefore it is fairly clear that our lending policies are as conservative as theirs, if not more 

so.  

"Further we've not had a finance company subsidiary or a merchant bank subsidiary, so don't 

suggest that we've got anything like Tricontinental because we haven't, its just not there.  

"We have no requirement for a capital injection, whereas the Victorians have got this huge 

problem that they are now trying to deal with.  

"We meet all the prudential guidelines that the Reserve Bank puts out and we're committed 

to doing so-there was an exchange of letters in 1965 and it was reaffirmed in 1982," Mr 

Turner said.  

"What this boils down to is Mr Theophanous won't table the whole report because then 

people would see the disclaimer and the addendum.  

"He makes an extract from it and then uses it for political purposes," he said.  

"You can ask any banker to run his eye over the list and he will tell you we're in the good 

end, we're in where the assets are, and unfortunately SBV and Trico are down the other end."  

Mr Turner said that without consent from clients the bank was forbidden by its 

confidentiality requirements from detailing the security attached to loans.  

A spokesman for McIntosh Corporate reinforced Mr Turner's assertion that the issue was 

raised for political purposes.  

"My reading of the way that (the report) was presented in Parliament was as a political tool," 

he said.  



"You can quote numbers to produce whatever result you like.  

"I think they have quoted it out of context and I think the State Bank of NSW will be pretty 

upset with that.  

"I think it was used clearly in the context of taking the heat off Rob Jolly who is obviously 

copping a bucketful over the State Bank of Victoria,"he said.  

"We didn't take security into account because no-one, none of the banks for instance, would 

make available on a public basis the nature of the relationships they have with each group, it 

is confidential information.  

"The purpose of the report was not to do an in-depth credit analysis, it was to say these guys 

have got some loans and they have some good security, but frankly in the end they are not the 

sort of loans you want because they are going to need management and time and effort etc," 

the spokesman said.  

"Theophanous did it purely to defend Rob Jolly, he did a cut-and-paste on it.  

"He only took about three chapters out of the whole document.  

"It was never intended for any malice," he said.  
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The State Bank of NSW is set to become embroiled in a political campaign, with the NSW 

Opposition pursuing the Government over the bank's lending to troubled companies.  

The Opposition Leader, Mr Carr, has placed on notice a series of questions to the Premier, 

Mr Greiner, who is also the Treasurer, in an effort to establish the total debt owed to the State 

Bank by these companies and the security the State Bank has for the loans.  

Mr Carr is seeking the names of the financially-strapped companies to which such loans have 

been made and what provision the bank has made for bad debts this year.  

The Herald revealed yesterday that the State Bank of NSW had a total exposure of $710 

million to collapsed and troubled companies such as Girvan($119million), Qintex 

($195million), a Westmex subsidiary, Charterhall($150million), Hooker ($120million), 

Chase ($52.5million), Equiticorp($35million) and the Goldberg group ($25million).  

The acting chief executive of the State Bank of Victoria (SBV), Mr Jim McAnany, said 

yesterday the entire Australian banking sector had experienced a"hell of a time" and "the 

amount of potential blood out there is enormous".  

The group managing director of the State Bank of South Australia, Mr Tim Marcus Clark, 

has predicted that the rest of 1990 and 1991 would be a "very difficult" period.  

The managing director of the State Bank of NSW, Mr John O'Neill, admitted that the bank 

had up to $500 million in loans which were not earning interest  

The State Bank of NSW - along with the State Banks of Victoria and South Australia - were 

stimulated by Labor's deregulation of banking to compete for the corporate dollar.  

All three boosted the corporate side of business, from a low base, from about 1984 onwards 

and began competing against the "big four" private banks, which meant taking some of the 

more marginal cases.  

The SBV has now provided for total bad and doubtful debt of $1.5 billion after exposures to 

companies such as the Qintex group, Duke Securities, Bond Corporation and Equiticorp.  

Mr McAnany concedes that the SBV's merchant bank Tricontinental was a"disaster for a 

whole range of reasons", but says the damage has been stopped and the bank itself is strong.  



The State Bank of South Australia has more than doubled its provision for doubtful debts at 

June 1989 to $108.3 million, up from $51.9 million. Its result for 1988-89, although 

profitable, also included a $17.5 million write-off of bad debts.  

The secretary of the State Bank of NSW, Mr Rick Turner, said that during the past two 

weeks there had been attempts in the Victorian Parliament to paint the NSW State Bank "as 

being equally poorly managed" and with as many problems as the State Bank of Victoria.  
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Most of the loans made by the State Bank of NSW to troubled companies were well-secured, 

the Premier said yesterday.  

"The great bulk" of such loans would be repaid to the bank with interest even if the 

companies were not currently meeting their debt obligations, Mr Greiner said.  

"This means that the NSW State Bank would be first in line with the Big Four banks if the 

assets of the companies were sold off."  

The Herald reported last week that the State Bank of NSW had a total exposure of $710 

million to collapsed and troubled companies such as Girvan, Qintex, Westmex, Chase and the 

Goldberg group.  

It has a further $309 million in loans to highly-geared companies such as the Bond 

Corporation.  

Mr Greiner said that the bank had a high level of general provision - $117 million - for 

doubtful debts.  

This was well above the banking industry's average as a percentage of risk-weighted assets.  

The Premier said the bank's lending policies were as conservative as those of the major 

national banks. The majority of its loans were to small and medium corporations.  

In State Parliament he accused the Leader of the State Opposition, Mr Carr, of going 

"around town bad-mouthing" the bank.  

He said that Mr Carr should apologise for engineering what was a deceitful smear campaign 

against the bank.  
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Westpac and the State Bank of New South Wales have emerged as possible buyers of the 

troubled State Bank of South Australia in the event the South Australian Government 

decides to sell.  

At a conference in New York the Westpac chairman, Sir Eric Neal, said his bank would 

seriously consider buying SBSA. ``If the SBSA was available, it would be pretty obvious 

Westpac would examine it, as we did the State Bank of Victoria," Sir Eric said after 

speaking at the conference.  

Westpac, attempting to build its share of the southern banking market, bid for State Bank 

Victoria when the Victorian Government called for tenders last year. With its share of the 

South Australian lending market in excess of 50 per cent, SBSA would considerably boost 

Westpac's share of the market, currently at 8.3 per cent.  

State Bank of NSW's chief executive officer, Mr John O'Neill, also speaking at the New 

York conference, said his bank would be interested in buying only the retail operations. At a 

press conference later, the NSW Premier, Mr Greiner, said while the State Bank of South 

Australia was not officially up for sale, he supported Mr O'Neill's comments about targeting 

its retail business.  

``As Mr O'Neill indicated, the State Bank of New South Wales would be interested in 

buying the regional retail banking franchise, in other words the core business," Mr Greiner 

said. ``The rest of the assets of the State Bank of South Australia would be of absolutely no 

interest to the State Bank of New South Wales." Under pressure from the South Australian 

Opposition, SBSA yesterday released details of directors' and executives' remuneration. 

Unlike the private banks, the SBSA was not required to publish the details in its annual 

report.  

According to the release, one executive, believed to have been the former managing director, 

Mr Tim Marcus Clark, earned between $515,000 and $524,000 in the year to 30 June. Over 

the year, the bank paid $9.2 million to executives (with incomes over $85,000) compared 

with $6.89 million the previous year.  

The New York-based ratings agency, Moody's Investors Service, yesterday announced it 

would review the South Australian Government's Aaa rating of Australian-dollar debt. The 

review effectively covers SBSA and the South Australian Government Financing Authority.  
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State Bank of NSW sold its 9.9 per cent strategic stake in Advance Bank yesterday, ending 

three years of speculation of a possible merger between the two banks.  

The State Bank joins a growing list of investors who have quit shareholdings in Advance 

Bank after they initially took up positions for strategic reasons or in the hope of making a 

profit in a takeover offer.  

The 6.7 million Advance Bank shares, worth $36 million, were sold to a spread of 

institutions.  

Mr Rick Turner, State Bank of NSW secretary, said one reason for establishing a holding in 

Advance was its strength as a retail bank.  

"A merger of State Bank and Advance Bank would have made a lot of sense. If combined, it 

would have been a very well rounded bank," Mr Turner said.  

"But that was almost three years ago and the attractions that Advance Bank had have slowly 

dimmed."  

State Bank of NSW bought 5.8 million shares in June 1988 for about $3.90 each and 

accumulated the other 1 million shares over the three years.  

The parcel was sold at $5.40 a share yesterday, making a good profit even though they were 

sold at a small discount to the market. Advance shares were trading at $5.64 yesterday, up 

10c on the day.  

"It was a commercial investment. Bank profits will be under pressure for the next 12 to 24 

months therefore the share price was too good to refuse," Mr Turner said.  

He said the Reserve Bank guidelines, which come into effect in September and require bank 

investments to be deducted from their capital, were not an issue in the decision to sell.  

The stake was placed by County NatWest Securities.  

There is continuing speculation concerning the buyers of FAI Insurances'parcel in Advance 

sold about three months ago. There have been some whispers it went to unusual institutions 

in Brussels and in South-East Asia.  

The suggestions are that someone could be accumulating a stake through institutions in order 

to launch a takeover for Advance.  
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To some, it's just a hoary old chestnut - no more than an idea that has been doing the rounds 

for decades.  

But ask just about anybody involved and invariably they all admit the concept of a new 

national bank once again has gained new prominence.  

With three State banks either on the market or with owners who would readily sell at the 

right price, the idea of a three-way merger has been germinating in the minds of several deal 

makers keen to underwrite a large float.  

The concept sounds attractive. Despite their respective problems, each bank has a strong 

franchise in its market and has refocused its activities on small business, housing and retail 

banking.  

According to State Bank of NSW director Mr Ric Turner the idea has been around for at 

least 20 years and was particularly strong during the mid-1980s  

"It's a variation on a familiar theme. The idea has some logic but the political problems with 

effecting a merger seem almost insurmountable," says Mr Turner. The latest push for such a 

merger has come from within State Bank of South Australia, which the State Government 

has put on the market after a series of disastrous losses that cost the State more than $2.7 

billion.  

Officially, the bank hierarchy won't comment on the merger idea or its impending sale.  

A study, recently completed by merchant bank Baring Brothers Burrows, recommends the 

State Government sell the operation.  

It already has hived off the bad loans, totalling about $4.2 billion from its core assets for 

which the State Treasurer has assumed responsibility.  

That leaves a bank operation with a strong retail, housing and small business base with a 



share of almost half the South Australian banking market  

The South Australian market, however, comprises only about 2 per cent of the national 

banking pie, making the idea less appealing to its bigger cousins in the East and West.  

In the West, the R&I has about 24 per cent of the local market while State Bank of NSW has 

about a 7 per cent share of the national market.  

The push from South Australia in some ways could be motivated by self-preservation as a 

merger with the other State banks would stop it from being swallowed up by 

Commonwealth Bank.  

When the Commonwealth took control of State Bank Victoria, a heavy rationalisation 

program resulted in the wholesale closure of many State Bank branches across the State - a 

phenomenon the South Australian executives would be anxious to avoid. R&I Bank of 

Western Australia managing director Mr Warwick Kent is reluctant to comment about the 

proposal although he agrees the concept could provide some synergies.  

Faced with the prospect of a merger with the Perth-based Challenge Bank, Mr Kent and 

many of the directors at R&I instead have been pushing for an independent float.  

He is convinced the R&I is on an upswing after suffering from the poor business environment 

in the West after the 1987 sharemarket collapse.  

The R&I was burnt badly through large corporate loan exposures that turned sour after the 

crash and Mr Kent believes the time is not right to consider a merger with Challenge.  

"The market and customers need to be convinced that what comes out of a merger is a strong 

bank," he says. "We've been struggling to regain form and we'd need to be convinced they 

are over the worst as well."  

The merger with Challenge was announced by former Premier Ms Carmen Lawrence shortly 

before the recent State election.  

While it still is early days, the new premier Mr Charles Court at this stage appears to have 

shifted behind the R&I's plans for a float some time in late 1994.  

"We've got something good here and we are in the process of creating a profitable bank, not 

on the same scale as the majors but a good regional bank"he says.  

The R&I float plan will coincide with the NSW Government's timetable to sell its bank.  

According to NSW finance minister Mr George Souris, the Government will use the March 

1994 half-year results to hopefully get a sale of the State Bank underway in late 1994 - 

shortly before the March 1995 State election.  

BT Australia is advising the State Government on the best method of disposal, which may 

include a trade sale or a float, while Price Waterhouse is advising managing director Mr John 

O'Neill and the State Bank board.  



Mr Souris said the Government would be prepared to investigate the possibility of a three-

way merger and float, particularly after the experience of the GIO float, which bought the 

Victorian SIO.  

"We'll have a look at all the options including that one when the time comes," he said. But he 

envisaged a number of potential problems with the concept.  

"I can see two main obstacles," he said. "The first is the valuation to be assigned to each of 

the banks and what slice of the pie each of the State governments would receive.  

"The other would be how to structure the group, where the head office would be and who 

would be on the board. But I guess they are technical hitches."  

The concept of melding three regional banks into one national operation may be taken out of 

the hands of the State governments and their bank managements  

Although speculation about the future ownership of Westpac Banking Corporation has been 

rife in the past few days - with National Australia Bank and HongkongBank both denying 

their ambitions - both those banks have been mentioned as possible buyers of State Bank of 

NSW.  

And according to some observers, a foreign bank wanting to put together a national 

operation would be likely to buy State Bank of NSW and then look at acquiring the other 

two.  

Talk of selling out to a foreign bank, however, gets a cautious response from Mr Souris.  

"Our argument is that the State Bank should not be owned by the Government because it 

performs no government functions.  

"It makes no sense for the Government to own it, the bank has been fully corporatised and 

should be owned by shareholders who want to be in the banking business."  

 STATE BANK OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA 

                                    1991             1992 

 Total assets                  $21.6 billion     $17.1 billion 

 Operating profit                $21 million     $25.3 million * 

*  before effect of government bail-out 

 STATE BANK OF NEW SOUTH WALES 

                                    1991             1992 

 Total assets                  $18.2 billion     $18.7 billion 

 Operating profit              $20.1 million     $25.6 million 

 RURAL & INDUSTRIES BANK OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA. 

                                    1991             1992 

 Total assets                   $8.4 billion      $9.8 billion 

 Operating profit               ($116m loss)     $27.8 million 

 

   

 
   

 



   

 
   
 


